Letter to the Editor

From Magic to Strategic & Logic in Musculoskeletal
Ultrasonography: HocUS, PocUS & FocUS
To

the

Editor:

We have read with great interest the recently published article by Chen et al (1) in Pain Physician. The
authors have proposed an alternative method for ultrasound (US)-guided medial knee joint injection. They describe the out-of-plane approach as safe and effective,
especially in those who are obese and have history of
failed superolateral and suprapatellar knee injections
(1).
We agree with the authors that US examination
i.e. point-of-care ultrasonography (pocUS) should initially/promptly be used at the decision making process
for ‘guiding’ the whole procedure (2,3). In this aspect,
we remind that ‘sono-palpation’ could have significantly been contributory/additive for localizing the correct
injection area(s) when compared to only asking the
patients verbally (4). Further, the lack of US examination for the pes anserine region also seems to be an
important drawback since not few patients with the
described symptoms in the study usually end up locating that particular zone more painful than the other
knee compartments in daily clinical practice (5).
Second, it is noteworthy that for precise targeting,
in-plane approach needs to be preferred as one can
never be sure which part of the needle corresponds to
the hyperechoic dot seen on the US screen (6). This is
true for what the authors try to describe as ‘needle tip’
in their Figure 2 as well. Herein, one advantage of outof-plane approach or, in other words, one reason to
use it during the injection would be to trace a shorter
distance with the needle, possibly trying to cause less

pain. However, considering the fact that the authors
have also/even used a 3.5 inch spinal needle in some
patients, this does not seem to be the actual idea why
they performed the procedures through an out-ofplane approach.
Last but not least, despite the fact that the authors
have nicely/sonographically uncovered several underlying causes as possible pain generators in the medial
compartment, applying the same ‘untargeted’ procedure for each and every case does not comply with
their (selective) diagnostic philosophy. Once again, under the ‘guidance’ of substantial US examination, we
suggest to focUS on specific structure(s) instead (7).
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